
solvents and cleaning compounds; building mate'
rials, such as paints, glues, caulks, fabrics, furnish-
ings, carpets, curtains, pest control chemicals and
personal activities of building occuPants, such as

smoking, nail polish and removel, hair spray, drv
cleaned clothes, perfumes and anvthing that
evaporates,r6

Tobacco sn'toke is knou'n to contain manv dif-
ferent volatile organic compounds.rT Most VOCs are
relativelv safe but cause problems if the building
gets an insufficient replacement of fresh air or if an
office houses very sensitive individuals. Most peo-
ple have a large tolerance to the VOCs found in
common building furnishings, but prolonged expo-
sure to lor.r, levels or anv exposure by hypersensi-
tive individuals can result in skin, respiratory or
other svmptoms/problems.

Formaldehyde is a chemical found in many
buildhg products. It can be a liquid or €ias at room
temperature, and it has a strong unique odor A
component of urea formaldehydc'based foam insu-
lation, it is used to help bond ply*'ood and par-
ticleboard and also as a treatment for facial tissues,
toilet papea paper toq/els and bags, u'ater repel-
Ients, wrinkle resisters, stiffeners and many other
consumer products. It mav be emitted from perma-
nent press clothing, carpet backings, adhesive
binders, cosmetics and many other Products used
daily by nearlv evervone. Formaldehyde can enter
the body by inhalation, skin absorption and inges-
tion, but it has a high affinity for water, and thus
attaches quickly to the moist mucus membranes of
the upper respiratory tract.r8

Pesticides are another potentiallv dangc'rous
product. When properly used, most do not Present
a hazard unless in concentrated formr" or in pro-
longed direct exposure. Nevertheless, human expo-
sure should be minimized, especiallv during the
initial pesticide treatment. Good ventilation should
be ensured after pesticide treatment and during the
ensuing routine human exposure.

The indoor environment mav contain manv po-
tentiallv harmful Basses. Nitrogen dioxide and ni-
tric oxide are produced from gas furnaces, stoves
and tobacco smoke. Carbon dioxide is an odorless
gas produced by the combustion of oil, gas, coal,
nood, paper and other combustible organic pro-
ducts, and it is a natural byproduct of breathing.
Carbon monoxide is an odorless gas produced bv
combustion. No significant quantities of carbon
monoxide gas should be found indoors unless the
building's fresh air intakes are located near a park-
ing structure or loading dock where truck motors
are left running while being unloaded or there are
poorly vented fuel-buming motors or indoor com-
bustion devices such as kerosene heaters. Sulfur
dioxide is a colorless gas, produced by combustion,

u'ith a strong suffocating odor. [t can kritate the
skin, eyes and mucous membranes and cause re-
striction of the upper airu,ays at higher concentra-
tions. Sulfur dioxide does usually develop into an
indoor problem unless there are science laboratories
or unvented kerosene heaters present. Generally it
is produced in the outside environment by power
plants, oil refineries and other large industrial com-
plexes. Natural gas and propane gas are commonly
used for heating and may be detected if there is

unburned gas escaping from leakv pipes or from
improper combustion. Methane gas is a component
of natural gas and mav exist where there is a nearby
swamp or rotting \egetation. Thus, if a building is
constructed on or near srtampy land, accommoda-
tions must be made for gas diffusion. The methane
gas levels produced by swamps should not harm
building occupants, but the gas odor easilv could
become offensive- Most of these gasses can be re-
duced significantlv from the indoor air if all HVAC
systems are properly vented to the outside and
checked regularly.

Radon gas is released from rocks, soil and
building materials and enters a building through
the soil, groundfill materials or from well waterzo
In small buildings, the quantitv of radon in the soil,
rocks and backfill beneath and around the building
is a far greater contributor to hterior radon gas
lerels than poor \€ntilation. Radon gas also escapes
from products inside a building because building
materials (especially those built from earth or rock
prodr.rcts), *ater and natural gas all release radon.
Radon gas is found in most buildings, but the con-
centration is usuallv low. Few buildings have con-
centrations as high as those found in uranium and
other underground mines. There probably is a

Breater chance that smokers would have increased
risk in commercial buildings as well, but solid epi-
demiologic data are scant.

Buildin6;-related bioaerosol problems usually
occur where there is excess moisture accumulation.
To resolre the moisture problem, the source of the
moisture must either be eliminated or accommo-
dated by installing a permanent drain. Unseen
moisture problems mav result from a leaking roof,
a blocked refrigeration unit drah, a leaky water
line, excess condensation collecting on a water pipe
or excess humidity caused bv poor air exchange.
Moisture and the resulting microbial growth will
cause stagnant air or musty odors which are both
unpleasant and harmful to building occupants.

Strategies For Dealing With Sick Or Diseased
Buildings
In attempting to identify the source and eventually
der.elop a plan to soh,e building complaints, there
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fl eople who work within an office environment
l, make up an increasingly higher proportion of
I. the work force. While these workers are enti-
tled to a healthy workplace, this is not alnays the
case. The consequences of an unhealthy work envi-
ronment can be both physicallv harmful to employ-
ees and expensive for employers and office building
owners to remed1,. The purpose of this article is to
identify the maior causes of building-related health
problems and to suggest strategies for dealing with
them.

Growing Concem
Unquestionablv there is growint public concern
over indoor air quality. For example, a 1989 article
noted that h a report by the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA), there were complaints of
building-related illness in 20-30 percent of all exist-
ing buildings in the United States.l Later, in March
1992, the AFL-CIO petitioned the Occupational
Safetv and Health Administration (OSHA) to pro-
multate an overall standard for indoor air quality.
Of the comments OSHA received on whether it
should regulate indoor air quality, a maiority (75%)
supported regulation.: The concern increases as

structures get older, more energv efficient buildings
are built, capacities of building ventilation systems
are reduced and rishgr operating costs pressure
building owners to reduce HVAC maintenance and
operating expenses. In April 1994, OSHA proposed
in the Federal Register to adopt standards nhich
address air quality in indoor work environments.
This notice states, "The basis for this proposed ac-
tion is a preliminary determination that employees
working in indoor work environments face a signifi-
cant risk of material impairment to their health due
to poor hdoor air quality and that compliance with
the provisions proposed in this notice will substan-
tially reduce that risk."r The proposed standards
n'ould require affected employers to develop a writ-
ten indoor air quality compliance plan. It would
include details of each system that influence indoor
air quality, how often and in u,hat manner a svstem
is maintained, what corrective changes are
made, the number and tvpe of complaints and
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what remedial actions are taken to resolve the com-
plaints. The new standards could be quite costlv to
implement since many owners currentlv do not ad-
here fully to such requirements.l

There clearly is not universal support for new
standards. In testimonv given at a public hearing
on proposed standards for indoor air quality before
the United States Department of Labor Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Administration in Wash-
ington, DC., on lanuary 9, 1995, Edwin N.
Sidman, of the National Realtv Committee, ex-
pressed concern over three issues:
1. OSHA has not demonstrated that a uniform na-

tional rule applicable to all office buildings n,ill
produce benefits proportionate to its multi-
billion dollar cost.

2. The proposed rule will not be effective in solv-
ing Inside Air Qualitv (lAQ) problems despite
its disproportionately high costs.

3. Government can best protect workers currently
exposed to IAQ problems by encouraging the
development of science and technology that will
lead to the identification and control of source
contaminants.6 The National Realty Committee
goes on to state that: 'i . .the costs of the pro-
posed rules are not onlv very high in the aggre-
gate, but they are totally unnecessary and
arbitrary in manv instances, because thev will
apply whether or not the building in question
has had any indoor air quality problems. In our
opinion, the costs do not change significantly if
there are no IAQ complaints at the building, nor,
for that mattet do thev change because the
building owner or occupants have chosen to ban
smoking. The compliance costs are the same
even if the building owner already has a sophis-
ticated and progressive program aimed at sep-
arately ventilating all knou,n contaminant
sources or preventing them from being used in
the workplace. In short, the rule is arbitrarv and
over broad in that it applies equally to buildings
with excellent indoor air and those with large
numbers of tenant complaints."T

Whatever the outcome of the proposed OSHA
rules, property manaters, building owners and em-
ployees must become more fully aware of indoor
work environments and continually monitor their
buildings for signs of deteriorating air quality.
Building systems must be maintained in sound op-
eratinS condition. Unfortunately, building contents
are often installed by someone other than the cur-
rent owner even though they may be the source of
contamination. Many types of particles are released
from modern office buildings and their expandint
range of materials and furnishings. Most of these
particles are too small to be seen with the naked
eye while others are readily visible as gross dirt.

Most Common Building-Related Health Problems
Typically indoor air quality problems are placed
into two categories: sick building syndrome (SBS)
and buildhg-related illness (BRI). While both cause
significant health problems for building occupants,
they differ in cause and severity. Sometimes the
cause is obvious, and affected persons have symp-
toms that point to a specific problem. Other times it
may elude even careful examination, and those af-
fected will have symptoms r.r,hich also could be
attributed to such common afflictions as allergy or
the common cold.

Sick building complaints commonlv are attrib-
uted to very general and numerous (often un-
specified) buildhg design, operation and
maintenance factors, but rarely is a specific source
identified. Typical SBS complaints include lethargy
(56%), headache (45%), stuffy nose (437r), dry
throat (40%), dry eyes (30%) itchy/watery eyes
(227o), runnv nose (72?o), flu-like symptoms (15%)
breathing difficulties (8%) and chest tithtness
(8%).8 Nausea and dizziness are common in this
environment, but those affected usuallv recover
completely after leaving the building. They are
probablv not diseased, but feel temporarily ill while
inside the sick building.

Building-related illness is potentiallv rerv dan-
gerous and is caused usually by an identifiable
source which needs to be found and eliminated.
Such buildings are commonly referred to as dis-
eased buildings. Related illnesses may be an infec-
tion such as Legionnairet Disease, a severe allergy
or chemical poisoning due to something dangerous
in the building. The signs and symptoms are not as
\?gue as in SBS. The stricken people may become
seriouslv ill and should not enter the building again
until the source has been eliminated.,

Causes Of Harmful Building Environments
Office building discomfort from poor indoor air
quality is traceable back to the Arab oil embargo in
the mid-197Os, which resulted in skyrocketing en-
ergy costs. Two maior by-products to conserve en-
ergy during this and subsequent periods were the
"reduction in ventilation rates and the improving of
the air tightness of buildings."to Modem office win-
dows usually are rendered inoperable to ensure
building tightness, and workers must rely on HVAC
systems for comfort and recirculation of air Thus
the name tight building syndrome is used to de-
scribe the symptoms found in these buildings.lr

Today's newly constructed office buildings be-
come occupied almost immediately upon comple-
tion. The consequence of this tight sequence of
events is that chemicals contained in the building
furnishings, carpets, draperies, insulation and

many other building components are not given ade-
quate time to fully cure prior to the building's occu-
panry These products naturally offgas or cure
throughout their lifetime, but when new furnish-
ings are placed in a new tightly constructed build-
ing, higher levels of volatile chemicals accumulate.
These chemicals can be diluted by increased quan-
tities of fresh air or by providing for a longer time
lapse between building completion and occupancy.

In a sick building, the balance has been altered
between clean, safe air and the number of airborne
particles.rr The likelihood of building-related health
problems increases as the interior air quality deteri-
orates. The National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH) conducted over 500 in-
door air investigations throughout the late 1970s
and 1980s and came up with the following finding:
The most important problem with these ill build-
ings is inadequate ventilation n,hich allows an h-
crease of potentially harmful particles in the air.rr
These airborne particles are called aerosols. Some
particles are gaseous and naturally airborne, others
become airborne when disturbed and others exist
in solid, liquid or Baseous phases. Howeveq, nearlv
all particles can be dispersed through a building by
aerosolization. Three conditions can lead to a po-
tentially harmful environment: 1. source or reser-
voir for the particles which later become airborne;
2. a way to increase or amplify the number of air-
borne particles;3. a way for the particles to dissemi-
nate or spread throughout a building.rl

Reservoir
A reservoir is where microbes, dust mites, chemi-
cals and other potential hazards reside without sig-
nificant danger of destruction. Such resenoirs can
be animals, birds, insects, damp ventilation sys-
tems, stagnant water (in unlikely areas such as
plant containers) Ieftover food, soil, storage tanks,
new furniture, sanitary landfill, smokestack, poor
hygiene by building inhabitants or any other break-
down in proper building management. Moisture
accumulation in ducts or under refrigeration units,
around walls, under floor tiles or carpets, poorly
ventilated rooms and high humidity all provide res-
ervoirs for microbes and other li\e pests to
increase-

Amplification
Amplification is a process which increases the num-
ber of harmful substances in a resenoir. Moisture
laden environments allow microbes to multiply and
produce foul odors which mav be aerosolized and
spread throughout the building. Some of these mi-
crobes (such as common molds) are relatively
harmless to a healthy person but can multiply on
the surface of damp environments, such as contam-
inated air conditioning ducts, and produce offen-
sive odors or cause infectious harm to extra

sensitive people. Certain other microbes (Le-
gionella) grow favorably in stagnant vr'ater found in
cooling towers and drain pans. These organisms
can be very dangerous to anvone who breathes the
contaminated air Thus, if a location stays moist, it
will eventually become populated by some form of
microbial life.

Toxic chemicals will amplify in a room if al-
lowed to leak from a container. The number of
chemical particles in the room is not increased by
this leak, but they are redistributed dispropor-
tionately from their former state in the canister to
the air as a gas. This causes the fresh air to quickly
become contaminated with fumes. If the fumes are
not too unpleasant, people may ignore them until
serious and sometimes even fatal complications be-
come evident. If new furnishings are placed in a
poorly ventilated room, they also will release nu-
merous gaseous products into the air, and if the air
is not replaced or diluted with fresh air, the gaseous
products will become the predominant airborne
particles.rs

Dissemination
Dissemination is the process of transmitting parti-
cles throughout the building or from person to per-
son. Once they have nrultiplied, particles spread
more easilv by normal air flow or anything else that
trarels u,ithin a building. For example, r,olatilized
substances can be carried long distances through
the air, pests (such as insects or mice) can be car-
riers of whatever adheres to them and humans pass
particles when sneezing, preparing foods or con-
reving papers and other materials to their co-
workers.

Types Of Airbome Problems
Manv substances that cause harm to humans are
carried as particles in the air; these are known as
aerosols. An aerosol can be any airborne substance,
but some are more easilv aerosolized than others. If
an aerosol contains whole or partial living cells,
such as bacteria, it is a bioaerosol. Yet, aerosols
may consist of anything from water droplets to
complex chemicals. There are numerous particles in
everv building, and while nothing can be done to
completely eliminate them, steps can be taken not
to increase (amplify) their number and to keep
them from being dispersed.

An average building may contain hundreds of
different volatile organic compounds (VOCs). These
chemicals tend to volatilize or offgas awav from
their source and permeate the air as a gas. Some are
more easily volatilized than others. These com-
pounds are derived from a varietv of household
products and furnishings. They may be solids or
liquids, but they tend to release gaseous products
into the air. The primary sources of chemical aero-
sols are consumer products, such as deodorizers,
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what remedial actions are taken to resolve the com-
plaints. The new standards could be quite costlv to
implement since many owners currentlv do not ad-
here fully to such requirements.l

There clearly is not universal support for new
standards. In testimonv given at a public hearing
on proposed standards for indoor air quality before
the United States Department of Labor Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Administration in Wash-
ington, DC., on lanuary 9, 1995, Edwin N.
Sidman, of the National Realtv Committee, ex-
pressed concern over three issues:
1. OSHA has not demonstrated that a uniform na-

tional rule applicable to all office buildings n,ill
produce benefits proportionate to its multi-
billion dollar cost.

2. The proposed rule will not be effective in solv-
ing Inside Air Qualitv (lAQ) problems despite
its disproportionately high costs.

3. Government can best protect workers currently
exposed to IAQ problems by encouraging the
development of science and technology that will
lead to the identification and control of source
contaminants.6 The National Realty Committee
goes on to state that: 'i . .the costs of the pro-
posed rules are not onlv very high in the aggre-
gate, but they are totally unnecessary and
arbitrary in manv instances, because thev will
apply whether or not the building in question
has had any indoor air quality problems. In our
opinion, the costs do not change significantly if
there are no IAQ complaints at the building, nor,
for that mattet do thev change because the
building owner or occupants have chosen to ban
smoking. The compliance costs are the same
even if the building owner already has a sophis-
ticated and progressive program aimed at sep-
arately ventilating all knou,n contaminant
sources or preventing them from being used in
the workplace. In short, the rule is arbitrarv and
over broad in that it applies equally to buildings
with excellent indoor air and those with large
numbers of tenant complaints."T

Whatever the outcome of the proposed OSHA
rules, property manaters, building owners and em-
ployees must become more fully aware of indoor
work environments and continually monitor their
buildings for signs of deteriorating air quality.
Building systems must be maintained in sound op-
eratinS condition. Unfortunately, building contents
are often installed by someone other than the cur-
rent owner even though they may be the source of
contamination. Many types of particles are released
from modern office buildings and their expandint
range of materials and furnishings. Most of these
particles are too small to be seen with the naked
eye while others are readily visible as gross dirt.

Most Common Building-Related Health Problems
Typically indoor air quality problems are placed
into two categories: sick building syndrome (SBS)
and buildhg-related illness (BRI). While both cause
significant health problems for building occupants,
they differ in cause and severity. Sometimes the
cause is obvious, and affected persons have symp-
toms that point to a specific problem. Other times it
may elude even careful examination, and those af-
fected will have symptoms r.r,hich also could be
attributed to such common afflictions as allergy or
the common cold.

Sick building complaints commonlv are attrib-
uted to very general and numerous (often un-
specified) buildhg design, operation and
maintenance factors, but rarely is a specific source
identified. Typical SBS complaints include lethargy
(56%), headache (45%), stuffy nose (437r), dry
throat (40%), dry eyes (30%) itchy/watery eyes
(227o), runnv nose (72?o), flu-like symptoms (15%)
breathing difficulties (8%) and chest tithtness
(8%).8 Nausea and dizziness are common in this
environment, but those affected usuallv recover
completely after leaving the building. They are
probablv not diseased, but feel temporarily ill while
inside the sick building.

Building-related illness is potentiallv rerv dan-
gerous and is caused usually by an identifiable
source which needs to be found and eliminated.
Such buildings are commonly referred to as dis-
eased buildings. Related illnesses may be an infec-
tion such as Legionnairet Disease, a severe allergy
or chemical poisoning due to something dangerous
in the building. The signs and symptoms are not as
\?gue as in SBS. The stricken people may become
seriouslv ill and should not enter the building again
until the source has been eliminated.,

Causes Of Harmful Building Environments
Office building discomfort from poor indoor air
quality is traceable back to the Arab oil embargo in
the mid-197Os, which resulted in skyrocketing en-
ergy costs. Two maior by-products to conserve en-
ergy during this and subsequent periods were the
"reduction in ventilation rates and the improving of
the air tightness of buildings."to Modem office win-
dows usually are rendered inoperable to ensure
building tightness, and workers must rely on HVAC
systems for comfort and recirculation of air Thus
the name tight building syndrome is used to de-
scribe the symptoms found in these buildings.lr

Today's newly constructed office buildings be-
come occupied almost immediately upon comple-
tion. The consequence of this tight sequence of
events is that chemicals contained in the building
furnishings, carpets, draperies, insulation and

many other building components are not given ade-
quate time to fully cure prior to the building's occu-
panry These products naturally offgas or cure
throughout their lifetime, but when new furnish-
ings are placed in a new tightly constructed build-
ing, higher levels of volatile chemicals accumulate.
These chemicals can be diluted by increased quan-
tities of fresh air or by providing for a longer time
lapse between building completion and occupancy.

In a sick building, the balance has been altered
between clean, safe air and the number of airborne
particles.rr The likelihood of building-related health
problems increases as the interior air quality deteri-
orates. The National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH) conducted over 500 in-
door air investigations throughout the late 1970s
and 1980s and came up with the following finding:
The most important problem with these ill build-
ings is inadequate ventilation n,hich allows an h-
crease of potentially harmful particles in the air.rr
These airborne particles are called aerosols. Some
particles are gaseous and naturally airborne, others
become airborne when disturbed and others exist
in solid, liquid or Baseous phases. Howeveq, nearlv
all particles can be dispersed through a building by
aerosolization. Three conditions can lead to a po-
tentially harmful environment: 1. source or reser-
voir for the particles which later become airborne;
2. a way to increase or amplify the number of air-
borne particles;3. a way for the particles to dissemi-
nate or spread throughout a building.rl

Reservoir
A reservoir is where microbes, dust mites, chemi-
cals and other potential hazards reside without sig-
nificant danger of destruction. Such resenoirs can
be animals, birds, insects, damp ventilation sys-
tems, stagnant water (in unlikely areas such as
plant containers) Ieftover food, soil, storage tanks,
new furniture, sanitary landfill, smokestack, poor
hygiene by building inhabitants or any other break-
down in proper building management. Moisture
accumulation in ducts or under refrigeration units,
around walls, under floor tiles or carpets, poorly
ventilated rooms and high humidity all provide res-
ervoirs for microbes and other li\e pests to
increase-

Amplification
Amplification is a process which increases the num-
ber of harmful substances in a resenoir. Moisture
laden environments allow microbes to multiply and
produce foul odors which mav be aerosolized and
spread throughout the building. Some of these mi-
crobes (such as common molds) are relatively
harmless to a healthy person but can multiply on
the surface of damp environments, such as contam-
inated air conditioning ducts, and produce offen-
sive odors or cause infectious harm to extra

sensitive people. Certain other microbes (Le-
gionella) grow favorably in stagnant vr'ater found in
cooling towers and drain pans. These organisms
can be very dangerous to anvone who breathes the
contaminated air Thus, if a location stays moist, it
will eventually become populated by some form of
microbial life.

Toxic chemicals will amplify in a room if al-
lowed to leak from a container. The number of
chemical particles in the room is not increased by
this leak, but they are redistributed dispropor-
tionately from their former state in the canister to
the air as a gas. This causes the fresh air to quickly
become contaminated with fumes. If the fumes are
not too unpleasant, people may ignore them until
serious and sometimes even fatal complications be-
come evident. If new furnishings are placed in a
poorly ventilated room, they also will release nu-
merous gaseous products into the air, and if the air
is not replaced or diluted with fresh air, the gaseous
products will become the predominant airborne
particles.rs

Dissemination
Dissemination is the process of transmitting parti-
cles throughout the building or from person to per-
son. Once they have nrultiplied, particles spread
more easilv by normal air flow or anything else that
trarels u,ithin a building. For example, r,olatilized
substances can be carried long distances through
the air, pests (such as insects or mice) can be car-
riers of whatever adheres to them and humans pass
particles when sneezing, preparing foods or con-
reving papers and other materials to their co-
workers.

Types Of Airbome Problems
Manv substances that cause harm to humans are
carried as particles in the air; these are known as
aerosols. An aerosol can be any airborne substance,
but some are more easilv aerosolized than others. If
an aerosol contains whole or partial living cells,
such as bacteria, it is a bioaerosol. Yet, aerosols
may consist of anything from water droplets to
complex chemicals. There are numerous particles in
everv building, and while nothing can be done to
completely eliminate them, steps can be taken not
to increase (amplify) their number and to keep
them from being dispersed.

An average building may contain hundreds of
different volatile organic compounds (VOCs). These
chemicals tend to volatilize or offgas awav from
their source and permeate the air as a gas. Some are
more easily volatilized than others. These com-
pounds are derived from a varietv of household
products and furnishings. They may be solids or
liquids, but they tend to release gaseous products
into the air. The primary sources of chemical aero-
sols are consumer products, such as deodorizers,
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solvents and cleaning compounds; building mate'
rials, such as paints, glues, caulks, fabrics, furnish-
ings, carpets, curtains, pest control chemicals and
personal activities of building occuPants, such as

smoking, nail polish and removel, hair spray, drv
cleaned clothes, perfumes and anvthing that
evaporates,r6

Tobacco sn'toke is knou'n to contain manv dif-
ferent volatile organic compounds.rT Most VOCs are
relativelv safe but cause problems if the building
gets an insufficient replacement of fresh air or if an
office houses very sensitive individuals. Most peo-
ple have a large tolerance to the VOCs found in
common building furnishings, but prolonged expo-
sure to lor.r, levels or anv exposure by hypersensi-
tive individuals can result in skin, respiratory or
other svmptoms/problems.

Formaldehyde is a chemical found in many
buildhg products. It can be a liquid or €ias at room
temperature, and it has a strong unique odor A
component of urea formaldehydc'based foam insu-
lation, it is used to help bond ply*'ood and par-
ticleboard and also as a treatment for facial tissues,
toilet papea paper toq/els and bags, u'ater repel-
Ients, wrinkle resisters, stiffeners and many other
consumer products. It mav be emitted from perma-
nent press clothing, carpet backings, adhesive
binders, cosmetics and many other Products used
daily by nearlv evervone. Formaldehyde can enter
the body by inhalation, skin absorption and inges-
tion, but it has a high affinity for water, and thus
attaches quickly to the moist mucus membranes of
the upper respiratory tract.r8

Pesticides are another potentiallv dangc'rous
product. When properly used, most do not Present
a hazard unless in concentrated formr" or in pro-
longed direct exposure. Nevertheless, human expo-
sure should be minimized, especiallv during the
initial pesticide treatment. Good ventilation should
be ensured after pesticide treatment and during the
ensuing routine human exposure.

The indoor environment mav contain manv po-
tentiallv harmful Basses. Nitrogen dioxide and ni-
tric oxide are produced from gas furnaces, stoves
and tobacco smoke. Carbon dioxide is an odorless
gas produced by the combustion of oil, gas, coal,
nood, paper and other combustible organic pro-
ducts, and it is a natural byproduct of breathing.
Carbon monoxide is an odorless gas produced bv
combustion. No significant quantities of carbon
monoxide gas should be found indoors unless the
building's fresh air intakes are located near a park-
ing structure or loading dock where truck motors
are left running while being unloaded or there are
poorly vented fuel-buming motors or indoor com-
bustion devices such as kerosene heaters. Sulfur
dioxide is a colorless gas, produced by combustion,

u'ith a strong suffocating odor. [t can kritate the
skin, eyes and mucous membranes and cause re-
striction of the upper airu,ays at higher concentra-
tions. Sulfur dioxide does usually develop into an
indoor problem unless there are science laboratories
or unvented kerosene heaters present. Generally it
is produced in the outside environment by power
plants, oil refineries and other large industrial com-
plexes. Natural gas and propane gas are commonly
used for heating and may be detected if there is

unburned gas escaping from leakv pipes or from
improper combustion. Methane gas is a component
of natural gas and mav exist where there is a nearby
swamp or rotting \egetation. Thus, if a building is
constructed on or near srtampy land, accommoda-
tions must be made for gas diffusion. The methane
gas levels produced by swamps should not harm
building occupants, but the gas odor easilv could
become offensive- Most of these gasses can be re-
duced significantlv from the indoor air if all HVAC
systems are properly vented to the outside and
checked regularly.

Radon gas is released from rocks, soil and
building materials and enters a building through
the soil, groundfill materials or from well waterzo
In small buildings, the quantitv of radon in the soil,
rocks and backfill beneath and around the building
is a far greater contributor to hterior radon gas
lerels than poor \€ntilation. Radon gas also escapes
from products inside a building because building
materials (especially those built from earth or rock
prodr.rcts), *ater and natural gas all release radon.
Radon gas is found in most buildings, but the con-
centration is usuallv low. Few buildings have con-
centrations as high as those found in uranium and
other underground mines. There probably is a

Breater chance that smokers would have increased
risk in commercial buildings as well, but solid epi-
demiologic data are scant.

Buildin6;-related bioaerosol problems usually
occur where there is excess moisture accumulation.
To resolre the moisture problem, the source of the
moisture must either be eliminated or accommo-
dated by installing a permanent drain. Unseen
moisture problems mav result from a leaking roof,
a blocked refrigeration unit drah, a leaky water
line, excess condensation collecting on a water pipe
or excess humidity caused bv poor air exchange.
Moisture and the resulting microbial growth will
cause stagnant air or musty odors which are both
unpleasant and harmful to building occupants.

Strategies For Dealing With Sick Or Diseased
Buildings
In attempting to identify the source and eventually
der.elop a plan to soh,e building complaints, there

SICK BUILDING
SYNDROME
AND THE
MODERN
OFFICE
BUILDING

by James H. Boykin, CRE, and
Ronald L. Sauer

fl eople who work within an office environment
l, make up an increasingly higher proportion of
I. the work force. While these workers are enti-
tled to a healthy workplace, this is not alnays the
case. The consequences of an unhealthy work envi-
ronment can be both physicallv harmful to employ-
ees and expensive for employers and office building
owners to remed1,. The purpose of this article is to
identify the maior causes of building-related health
problems and to suggest strategies for dealing with
them.

Growing Concem
Unquestionablv there is growint public concern
over indoor air quality. For example, a 1989 article
noted that h a report by the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA), there were complaints of
building-related illness in 20-30 percent of all exist-
ing buildings in the United States.l Later, in March
1992, the AFL-CIO petitioned the Occupational
Safetv and Health Administration (OSHA) to pro-
multate an overall standard for indoor air quality.
Of the comments OSHA received on whether it
should regulate indoor air quality, a maiority (75%)
supported regulation.: The concern increases as

structures get older, more energv efficient buildings
are built, capacities of building ventilation systems
are reduced and rishgr operating costs pressure
building owners to reduce HVAC maintenance and
operating expenses. In April 1994, OSHA proposed
in the Federal Register to adopt standards nhich
address air quality in indoor work environments.
This notice states, "The basis for this proposed ac-
tion is a preliminary determination that employees
working in indoor work environments face a signifi-
cant risk of material impairment to their health due
to poor hdoor air quality and that compliance with
the provisions proposed in this notice will substan-
tially reduce that risk."r The proposed standards
n'ould require affected employers to develop a writ-
ten indoor air quality compliance plan. It would
include details of each system that influence indoor
air quality, how often and in u,hat manner a svstem
is maintained, what corrective changes are
made, the number and tvpe of complaints and
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The final phase of the time series, 1990-1994,
shows all cap rate series as counter-cyclical to
the treasuries' yield.

The implications of the trends suggest that a
unique or divergent market has evolved begin-
ning in 1990. Investigating the economy of this
period (1980-1995), events were sought that
would reflect the shifts observed h traditional
economic relationships. Two key events appear
to be the timing of taxing poliry and inflation
impacts. The changing tax policy shifted em-
phasis to value and after-tax benefits for the
period 1981-1986.

After the tax law change in 1985, emphasis
shilted to the productivity of the investment,
specifically the income stream before taxes (and
financing). The flip-flop in 1981 and 1986 tax
policies changed the thrust of investment stan-
dards and the rates used to measure perfor-
mance. The impact placed an upward pressure
on cap rates.

The implications of the impact of the decline in
hflation since 1981 are that the interest rate has
declined to some degree with the rate of inflation
and the development of alternative sources of capi-
tal. The need for the alternative sources arose in
part from the troubles experienced in the thrift and
banking systems. With these forces in effect for
capital markets, the oversupply generated in real
estate markets with limited but less costly capital
uncoupled the real estate market from the tradi-
tional capital markets. The emphasis was placed on
the economics of real estate, competitive supply
and demand. The interaction in the market is di-
rectly reflected in absorption rates and income pro-
ductivity measures. These factors support a rise in
cap rates. This is observed in the transition, begin-
ning in 192, to altemative capital sources with fur-
ther changes expected in the relationships of capital
and real estate markets.

The implication of economic trends, as linked to
various rate series, is assisted by observing Fig-
ure 3. The implication is that the capital and
real estate markets are not consistently associ-
ated, but currently are observed as merging.
This merging trend depicted by the five rate
indices is illustrated in Figure 4. As shown, the
top index, the ACLI series, currently is increas-
ing. Howeveq, a forecast (conducted as part of
this investigation) based on the interest rate in-
dicates the ACLI series will level off through
1995 at about 9.5 percent. The NREI rate is ex-
pected to decline to 9 percent, with the KYI,
RERC and NCREIF rates merging toward a
range of 8.5 to 9.5 percent. The ranges are

FIGURE 4
Trends in Five Cap Rate Series

may be: f . infected people problems, 2. sick build-
ing problems or 3. building-related disease prob-
lems. The first problem generally ends when those
infected go home. The sick building problem, while
seldom fatal, nevertheless can cause worker loss of
morale and productivity, absenteeism and even em-
ployee turnover. A diseased building, howevet
needs to be thoroughly examined and cured be-
cause it houses at least one potentially dangerous
health problem. People with a building-related ill-
ness may not recover after leaving the building, and
they may even be perrnanently damaged by a dan-
gerous micro-organism, such as Legionella, or bv
highly toxic or allergenic substances.

Two well documented building-related diseases
are Legionnaires disease and Pontiac fever. Both
these diseases are caused by the same bacterium,
Legionella pneumophila, n,hich gror+,s in untreated
water of air conditioning cooling towers, whirlpool
spas, industrial coolants, steam turbine condensers,
evaporative condensers, shower heads and any
other water source. It is a potentially dangerous
bacteria that infects both healthy and medicallv
compromised hosts. If these diseases are discov-
ered in a person occupving a building, an examina-
tion and immediate cleaning and disinfecting of
water and water handlhg equipment must be
initiated.

Inadequate ventilation is a major problem asso-
ciated with buildinp;-related complaints. When ven-
tilation is reduced or the circulated air
contaminated, indoor air accumulates numerous
particles. Likewise, inadequate building mainte-
nance can lead to health problems as the number of
particles increase significantlv and the probabilitv
grows that they will be disseminated throughout a

building or $,ill be acquired bv humans through
inhalation, trauma, skin contact or ingestion.

There is evidence that poor maintenance pro-
cedures contribute to indoor air problems in 75 per-
cent of all buildings inspected. These maintenance
deficiencies also drire up energv costs by reducing
HVAC system efficiency. Some causes of impaired
air quality are clogged air filters, untreated cooling
water that has fouled surfaces with moss and fungi,
moisture and dirt that combine in ductwork and
promote growth of microorganisms, unrepaired
damper lirkages, causing too much or too little air
to circulate and control settings that hare been acci-
dentally upset by marginally trained maintenance
workers.ll

Improved product labeling and usage, compo-
nent substitutions and personal actions such as cur-
tailing smoking; reducing use of perfumes, hair
spravs, indoor application of fingernail polish and
remover and the use of othe|i'olatile substances can
enhance the qualitv of indoor air If smoking is

allowed within the building, designated areas
should be incorporated and each smoking area
should have its own independent ventilation h,hich
excludes any smoke from recirculating over the re-
mainder of the building.

Some reservoirs are more difficult to eliminate
than others. For example, new furnishings can be
selected for minimal offgassing (release of volatile
particles) properties and can be allowed to offgas in
a properly ventilated area prior to human exposure.
The danger of caustic chemicals can be reduced bv
using tight lids and properly storing chemicals.
Routine cleaning and maintenance reduces the
probability that dust, bird nests, dust mites and
other similar nuisances will become a problem, but
moisture can be rerv hard to control. If the build-
ing is kept too dry, there will be complahts of dry
throats r.r'hile excess humiditv (greater than 60% )
can cause serious moisture problems that encour-
age pests of all types and create both foul odors
and a potentially lar11e aerosolization hazard.

A small mouse or bird in a building is often
overlooked, but it is an indication that there is an
unwanted opening or that an environment exists
which draws pests of all tvpes. Moisrure accumula-
tion commonlv Boes unchallenged, but it will
slowly damage a building and allow harmful crea-
tures to reside and amplify. An open lid on a clean-
ing solution may appear harmless but, depending
on the solution, may cause either immediate or long
term damage. A room that smells stuffy may be
avoided but nevertheless signals a lack of air circu-
Iation which can slowlv lead to serious problems.
Collectively these seemingly insignificant issues
may present formidable air quality problems.

A well selected building site is the first step
toward preventing building-related problems.:2
Careful site selection and a sound building design
will help prevent both moisture accumulation and
stuffy air. Proper building design will incorporate
sufficient fresh air by using exterior air intakes that
are located ar.tay from foul air sources, but these
intakes still must be routinely maintained.

Basement construction must be tight and free of
cracks and holes to reduce radon penetration from
the soil outside the building. The most prevalent
sources of entry are the crawl space, cracks in con-
crete slabs, sump holes and cracks in basement
floors. Airborne radon gas levels are sharply in-
creased lr.hen the interior air already contains parti-
cles such as tobacco smoke to which it can easily
attach. Particulate bound radon can be removed by
filtration while free radon gas levels are reduced bv
ventilation.

Thorough and regular cleaning practice should
be used to remove contaminants. Merely disguising
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rounded from their actual forecast. The former
rate series is currently declining and the latter
two series are increashg.

Conclusions And Suggestions
Real estate is cvclical and as such institutional cap
rate policies for reserves and other capital consid-
erations can expect changing economic relation-
ships over time. Howeve!, the capital component of
the total return, with its high volatility, absorbs the
bulk of shifts in the economy. Thus, despite ryclical
tums overall, the cap rate tends to hold relatively
constant. Consistencv exists whether the real estate
returns are coupled or uncoupled with financial
markets. Therefore, recognizing that the period
from 1990-1994 is as typical of real estate market
performance as was 1987-1989, and that the markets
of the 1970s and 1980s may be unique in the long
run, an overall strategy for cap rate poliry decisions
might suggest operating in a manner that keeps
rates constant. Management concerns would then
emphasize risk exposure and seek to identify those
variables that may cause variance in the ratio of
income to value/price. Recognition of these vari-
ables may allow hedging options that trade-off in-
verse relationships between income and value
positions,
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the symptoms, so prcvalent in hotel rooms previ-
ouslv occupied by smokers, bv application of per-
fumed spravs and cleaning agents, can a€igravate
sick building problems. Chimnevs and other ex-
haust svstems should be kept free of leaks, bird
nests and other blockages. Portable kerosene
heaters ancl other internal combustion devices
should be pmperly vcnted to the outside exhaust so
gas buildup is avoided. The location of fresh air
intakes should allow only fresh unpolluted air to be
drau,n into the building. These intakes should not
be adjacent to loading docks and accompanving
truck exhaust frrmes, tr.rsh dumpsters and air ex-
haust outlets - especially those from rest roonls,
kitchens and manufacturing processes.

Both corporate and building managers should
give their highest priority to office workers' com-
plaints regarding discomfort from a building's inte-
rior environment. Failing to do so mav cause the
workers to initiate legal proceedings. Several cases
are noted b-"" OSHA in the Federal Register regard-
ing litigation involving many millions of dollars due
to building-related health issues. Such issues are
likely to become more prevalent as office buildings
are constructed even more air-tight.rr Lees-Haley
suggests to first listen to the complaints. Next, the
problem must be investigated and its source sought
and eliminated if possible. Management must al-
ways demonstrate that the problem is being ad-
dressed in an open and timelv manner. A common
sense starting point is to inspect and search the
interior and exterior of the building nith the build-
ing engineer for air duct obstructions, ceiling stains
and sources of foul odors. It is $,'ise to provide
emplovr.es with status reports on a building's envi-
ronment through its environmental committee. ln
addition to building and environmental factors,
personal mediating factors are associated with sick
buitding syndrome. These include iob duties, iob
dissatisfaction, iob stress, phvsical and personal
vulnerability and social support.2{

According to two California-based attornevs,
"most complaints about the indoor environment are
the result of undesirable temperatures, humidity,
air movement, odors and other sensorv input such
as lighting, noise and vibration. Many indoor air
pollution problems can be solved by simply turning
down the thermostat."2i They also note that setting
aside designated smoking areas mav be of little
help to reduce the level of pollutants in a building
unless the area is separately ventilated.16 A build-
ing owner may be liable for personal injurv from
indoor air pollution as the result of: 1. design and
construction problems and 2. improper mainte-
nance. The first source relates both to a building
and its systems. Therefore, if a building is poorly
designed, it may supply insufficient fresh clean air
or, for example, if during installation of the HVAC a

w,orker spills or leaves his/her lunch in the vents
and enckrses it, that material becomes a reservoir
for microbes and odors. Two-thirds of all buildings
are estimated to have some ventilation deficiency.
Post-construction problems also mav be a source of
liability for property owners. This may result from
improper servicin2; of HVAC systems. Even tenant-
generated air quality problens may ultimately be a
liabilitv source for an on,ner r.r'ho allou's tenant im-
provements such as carpet installation and interior
painting. The upshot is that financially weak ten-
ants may avoid lease pavments by claiming they
ha'r,e been deprived of their right to quiet enjoy-
ment of the leased premises.?7

As stated earlier, OSHA is currc,ntlv consider-
ing a new set of standards for the essential steps
building on'ners and managers can take to prevent
indoor air problems.:8 These standards will require
that all aspects of indoor air qualitv be monitored
and tlocumented. Someone must be designated,
trained and given the task of ensuring that HVAC
svstems are maintained and verified to be operat-
ing properly. The standards, if adopted, definitely
ltill increase the cost of constructing and operating
a building. Since the health problems and legal
costs associated $'ith poor indoor air quality r.t'ill
Iikelv worsen in the absence of legally binding stan-
dards, it is in a building owner's best interests to
initiate a pre\ention program as soon as possible.
The detailed OSHA standards may provide a useful
h,av to maintain a healthy workplace environment
and ward off tenant complaints anti possible law-
suits. Moreover, the required documentation r.r,ill
prrotect the owners if an air quality problem occurs.
These standards m.1v not be adopted as currently
\^,ritten and should be modified to distinguish be-
tu'een buildings u,ith and r.t,ithout indoor air qual-
ity problems.
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high association is interesting given that NREI
is lransaction based and KYI is a survev of ex-
pected (or desired) cap rates. The two series
overlap in time frame, NREI beginning in the
fourth qu.rrter of 1985 and KYI beginning in
1988.

KYI and NCREIF have a coefficient of deter-
mination measured at 53.05 percent. This is sig-
nificant because of the different basis of each
series (survev versus historic returns based on
either appraisals or transactions). The positive
relation may result from the implication of ex-
pectations in the appraisals used by NCREIF as
the foundation of its database.

The NREI and NCREIF association reflects an
R2 of 59.85. This supports a moderatelv high linear
association between the tu,o indices. This is inter-
estinB because NREI has more independent partici-
pants involved in the transactions used as its
database than it does institutional trade property
which populates the NCREIF database. This signifi-
cant association ma1, be partially attributed to the
intefiration of general market comparables into the
appraisals used to establish the NCREIF values, a

component of its cap rates calculations,

lmplications And Findings
The significance of the relationships between the
rate series, as hdicated in the analysis of cap rates
and the l0-vear Treasuries, is that althouth the
bonds have less contractual risk, their returns have
a historv of greater volatility. This can be linked to
the deregulated, market driven interest rate which
has been in effect since going off the gold standard
in the mid-1970s. Because of their computation,
yields or total returns can be expected to fluctuate
more than cap rates (income ratios) over time. The
nature of the relationship between cap rates and the
interest surrogate offered by the treasuries is in-
verse or negative. Over, the long-run, there is not a

consistent and positive relationship as hdicated in
the normalized period from 1986--1990. The more
general situation or norm is that real estate returns
are cyclical and rate determinations for policy deci-
sions should reflect this aspect. This cyclical nature
is illustrated by the changes in all the rate series
since 1990. However, this historic change is greater
than the variation between the series as projected
into 1996. Although real estate cycles coincide with
general economic cycles, they can vary in relations
with specific economic measures and indicators.
Other than the norm in aggregated institutionai
analvsis, a more direct comparison of debt to debt
and equity to equity assets and other more specific
inrcstment attributes of distinct asset classes must
be identified before a higher degree of inferential
analvsis can be conducted.

FIGURE 3

Trends in Five Cap Rate Series Relative to
Ten Year Tieasuries Rates
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Based on these implications resulting from intu-
itive and empirical analysis, it is concluded that an
appropriate hdication of current and expected cap
rates can be derived from cap rate series and trends
along *'ith explanatory consideration given to
changes in the economy and the impact of kev
events. A synthesis of the above analysis is illus-
trated in Figure 3.

The implications of Figure 3 are:

That the treasuries vields have declined since
1981 with relatively amplified volatility over the
period that bottomed out in 1993. Treasuries
rates have shown increasing yields for 1993
through 1994. The 1994-1995 changes coincide
with the Fed's interest rate policies.

During the initial phase of the period studied,
as depicted in Figure 3 0980-1985 with treas-
uries bottoming in 1986) the RERC and
NCREIF cap rates made a modest decline, re-
flecting expectations of capital appreciation and
lowered emphasis on income. Note NREI data
begins in 1985 and is fairly consistent over time.
The ACLI data, more closely associated with
the interest rates partly because of a leveraged
portfolio, shows a steeper decline. The stabi-
lized phase, identified in the 1994 study, ex-
tends from -1986-"1990 and shows a stable period
for cap rates with moderate declines consistent
with the 10-year Treasuries rate. Howeveq, even
during this period of high correlation, the gov-
ernment bonds are still more volatile.
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market can be compared to more general market
activities as they are represented (in part) by these
indices. With an inclusion of local data, these series
enable a link of individual property analyses to
economic activities in various geographical markets
and allow for a tie of that market to general eco-
nomic activity.

The NREI cap rate series is published by the
Liquidity Fund. The reported rates are derived
from transactions sent in bv correspondents to
the index analysts. Though the broad series of
data behind the NREI rates is fraught u,ith the
potential of inconsistent measures and tech-
niques (i.e., stabilized versus actual or current
cap rates) it can be perceived as the broadest
market index. This series considers both insti-
tutional and non-institutional grade properties.

The NCREIF series is developed from quarterlv
reports of institutional real estate performance.
The composite index is based on the relation-
ship of current leases to appraised values, mod-
ified bv actual transactions that have occurred
during the period.

Although NCREIF has developed leveraged and
combined (both leveraged and equity proper-
ties) indices, the equity index is used in this
report. The KYI or Korpacz Index is based on a
survev of mixed respondents that includes insti-
tutional investors. The survey is limited to spe-
cific major cities and considers mostly
institutional grade investments. This survev of-
fers detailed discussion of how specific rates are
determined and considered. As a survey, it re-
flects desired or expected returns, but it can be
considered as a level of fundamental analvsis.

These series are considered with the same sta-
tistical methods as the ACLI and RERC data. Given
concern for markets in transition, each series is
considered as a separate market index. Distinct pat-
terns can be developed as historic cap rates par-
tially influence future rates (current time periods
are not independent of the past, despite the model's
assumption). Therefore, allowing some market seg-
mentation, each index is analvzed as a distinct indi-
vidual time series. The distinct market patterns are
then considered in relation to one another.

The average NREI cap rate in the series is 9.03
percent. The average NCREIF rate is 7.59 per-
cent and the average KYI cap rate is 8.40. De-
spite this tight range, low to moderate
associations are identified between KYI,
NCREIF and NREI cap rates and ACLI rates
based on regression analysis. The regression
coefficients are 45.58, 27.76 and 25.52 percent,
respectively. The correlation between each of
these market indices and ACLI rates are higher
at 67.51, 42.84 and 59.55 percent.

The RERC index has a relatively high regressed
association with the NREI and KYI series and a
very high association with the NCREIF series
(68.21, 59.23 and 88.43 percent, respectively).
The correlations of the three additional series
are 82.5, 76.69 and 94.04 percent.

The significant cot'fficients of determination
and the higher correlations suggest that linear
associations bet$,een the tarious cap rates se-
ries are strong, which could result in an appro-
priate model for forecasting rates. The high
correlation measure suggests that similar pat-
terns, rate levels and volatility le,r,els are pre-
sent. This would indicate that an entire real
estate cycle be considered for predictive pur-
poses rather than the trend of a normal period.
A practical approach is to use the various rate
series as a range or flow of ratios depicting a
market range, based on different orientations
(ex post, ex ante and different methods of
measurement).

The latter three rate series are also regressed
and correlated with the 1O-vear Treasuries' returns.
The implications are:

The NREI and KYI have relative high R2s of
51.51 percent and 57.88 percent. The association
is negative showing that capital market mea-
sures relate to cap rates inversely. The NCREIF
coefficient relative to treasuries is insignificant
at 2.34 percent, suggesting that institutional eq-
uity decisions may not be related to traditional
debt market activities (at least h a linear
relationship).

The correlation measures are -76.08 percent
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